Data Science and the Digital Economy
Every organization today has some form of digital transformation effort underway, but very few
organizations are truly seeing the results they expect. Data and analytics are at the core of
digital transformation projects; in fact I would go as far as saying that without data there is no
real digital transformation. Over the last few years buzz words like "Artificial Intelligence",
"Deep Learning", "Data Science" etc. have dominated conversations in technology and as a
result have become a core part of transformation projects. However, a number of business
leaders believe that they are yet to see true value from such projects.
Come check out this talk if you want to understand how to drive real business value from data.
We will cover:
 Why Data Science is so crucial in the ever more Digital world;
 What it takes to set up effective Data Science projects (both cultural and technological)
by learning from real world examples; and
 How to get started quickly and generate quick wins.
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